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Clover Hill VA Infant and Nursery School

What a fun and eventful week we have had in Year 2! On Tuesday we welcomed two visitors from 
Norwich Synagogue into our school to teach us all about Judaism. We learnt all about their day of 
rest and how they welcome in Shabbat. It was very interesting and we learnt such a lot! In 
Science we conducted two experiments, investigating materials. The first experiment saw us 
exploring whether we could bend, twist, squeeze and stretch different materials and the second 
experiment was looking at what happened to different materials when we added warm water to 
them (such as sugar). We had to observe very closely and record our findings in a table. On 
Thursday afternoon we started to learn about Neil Armstrong – the first man on the moon! We 
found out lots of interesting facts. 

learning updates…

English 
In Literacy this week we have been making our 
wanted posters to try to find the mischievous 
alien that came into our school. We used a 
range of adjectives and conjunctions to make 
our writing interesting to the reader. 

Mathematics
In Maths this week we have been looking at 
the equals sign. We learnt that the equals 
sign means to balance and we needed both 
sides of the equals sign to be the same so 
that the number sentence is balanced. 

Reminders…
PE day is Wednesday. Please ensure your child 
has a kit suitable for outdoors. 

Vocabulary of the week
Balance, observe, 

Shabbat
Please discuss these words with your childJ

Next Week’s Rhyme…
Planet Song (sung to “Noah’s Ark”) 
The Planets revolve around the sun...hurrah, hurrah. 
The Planets revolve around the sun...hurrah, hurrah. 
The Planets revolve around the sun, they spin on their axis 
everyone
And they all go spinning...around and around they go.

Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars...hurrah, hurrah
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars...hurrah, hurrah
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars all whirling and twirling 
among the stars 
And they all go spinning, around and around they go.

Jupiter and Saturn are next in line...hurrah, hurrah 
Jupiter and Saturn are next in line...hurrah, hurrah
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto makes nine
And they all go spinning around, and around they go.
Boom, boom, BOOM!

Well done to the children 
who are reading regularly at 

home! 
This is really improving your 

fluency!

J


